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DIANE Hello there again everybody.  Diane here. Welcome back to Time to Move. 
Last time we danced the motion of the ocean with our gentle and strong 
ripples and waves. We’re back by the ocean again today but I’m not on 
the beach collecting shells, I’m - 

 
 That’s right, I’m actually in the sea today, enjoying a swim. I’m glad to say 

the ocean is nice and gentle today , so I feel really safe. Have you ever 
floated on the surface of the sea and swayed with the gentle waves? 

  You need to keep your body shape wide by spreading your arms and legs 
out to each side of you. Let’s float on the sea now as we warm up. Start 
by sitting down in your own space ready to begin.

 Make your body wide by spreading your arms and legs out, and then float 
and sway with the motion of the ocean. Ready?

 Stretch those arms and legs to each side and sway, one way then the 
other, keep going.

  And stop.
 Do you remember dancing on different levels last time, low, medium and 

high? Sometimes sitting, sometimes kneeling, sometimes standing up? 

 Let’s try our floating on different levels now – sitting, then kneeling and 
then standing. Each time keeping our body wide to help us float. Start sit-
ting down .. …Ready? 

 Stretch those arms and legs out to each side, float and sway.
 now kneeling, arms out, float and sway 
 Now stand up, stretch legs and arms wide, float and sway.

  And relax.
 I wonder what’s down there under the sea? 
 Let’s go down and have a look around. To sink down, instead of a 
 wide, floaty body shape, make your body long and narrow. 
 Put your feet together, hold your nose with one hand and put the 
 other arm straight up above your head to make you really long 
 and thin. When you hear the music, wiggle (all the way down), as you sink 

under the water. Ready ?

 Narrow body, hold your nose, wiggle down 
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  And stop and sit down.
 Now put your floating and sinking movements together, as we practise 

moving above and below the waves. Start where you’re sitting, as you 
float to the surface. Ready?

 Stretch arms and legs out to each side,
 float and sway 
 now up to kneeling (arms out), 
 float and sway
 now stand and stretch legs 
 float and sway

 Narrow body, hold your nose 
 wiggle down
 to sitting
 get ready to go again

 Stretch, float and sway 
 Kneeling, arms out, float and sway 
 Standing up, stretch, float and sway

 Narrow body, hold your nose ..... 
 wiggle down ....... 
 to a sitting-position ..... 
 and stop.

  Sit still where you are and close your eyes.
 
 In your imagination have a look round at your underwater world. Can you 

picture long strands of green and brown seaweed swaying with the motion 
of the ocean? 

 Look, there are little blue fish with narrow bodies swimming forwards, 
through the seaweed! Down at the bottom, there are small, orange crabs 
with wide bodies, crawling sideways across the sand. So, fish and crabs 
are moving gently and lightly in their underwater world.

  Open your eyes and stand up.
 Let’s start with the little fish. Make your body narrow with your arms tight 

by your sides. Can you make your hands shake, like little fins? (Just on 
the spot without going anywhere.) Have a go -

 On the spot, little shaking fins ....... and stop.

  And now keep your body narrow and your arms by your side, as you swim 
forwards through the seaweed. Take tiny, tiny steps so that you are as 
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gentle and light as a little fish. Ready?

 Travelling forwards with tiny steps
 through the seaweed
 gentle and light 
 and stop

  Put your little fish movements together now. You’re going to shake your 
fins on the spot and then swim forwards (gently and lightly) through the 
seaweed. Ready?

 On the spot, little shaking fins. 

 Travel forwards with tiny steps ..... 
 through the seaweed .... 
 gentle and light .....
 On the spot again, little shaking fins ....... 
 Travelling forwards with tiny steps ...... 
 gentle and light ..... 

  And stop
 Next, for those little orange crabs with wide bodies that travel sideways 

(not forwards). Stay standing up. Make your body wide with legs apart, 
bent at the knee. Now curve your arms round in front of you. Can you 
make your hands into snappy crab claws that open and close? Have a go.

 On the spot, snappy claws, opening and closing
 and stop

  And now keep your body wide and your arms curved in front of you as 
you move sideways across the sand. Take tiny, tiny steps so that you’re as 
gentle and light as a little crab. Ready?

 Travelling sideways with tiny steps
 across the sand
 gentle and light
 and stop

  Put your crab movements together now, sometimes snappy claws on the 
spot and sometimes crawling sideways, gently and lightly across the sand. 
Ready?

 Little snappy claws. 
 Travelling sideways with tiny steps 
 Across the sand. 
 Light and Gentle.
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  And stop and sit down.    

 Let’s take another look around this under sea world. Close your eyes 
again……

 In your imagination look up to the surface of the water above you, where 
there are some little jellyfish, wobbling in the water. Their round bod-
ies have no colour, so you can almost see right through them! Look down 
to the bottom, where there are some little red starfish with spiky, star-
shaped bodies, stretching across the surface of a rock. 

 So, jellyfish and starfish moving gently and lightly in their underwater 
world.

  Open your eyes and stand up. 
 Let’s start with the little jellyfish. Stay on your feet and expand your body 

so it’s round and curved like a big wobbly jelly. Now contract your body so 
it shrinks so it becomes a much smaller wobbly jelly. 

 And stop. 
 Thats a great jelly fish move, expanding and then contracting. 
 Have a go with the music -

 Expand your body so its round.
 Then shrink really tight.
 And relax.
 
 Now see if you can make your jellyfish travel through the sea, with gentle, 

light wobbly steps. Move your whole body in a wobbly way, just like a jelly. 
Ready?

 Wobbly travel with tiny steps 
 through the sea 
 and stop. 

 Now, put your jellyfish movements together, sometimes rounded (expand-
ing and contracting on the spot), and sometimes wobbling, gently and 
lightly (through the sea). Ready?

 On the spot.
 Wobbly Travelling.
 On the spot.
 Wobbly Travelling.
 And stop.

 Now for those little red starfish with spiky bodies that stretch across the 
rock. Make your body as stretched and spiky as possible, like a star. Now 
curl back into the middle again! Got that move? 
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 Lets try some spiky starfish stretches and curls with the music, just on the 
spot, without going anywhere. Here it gos -

 On the spot, spiky stretch.
 And curl in. 
 and stop.

 Next, being with a spiky stretched star shape as you find a way to travel 
across your rock. Keep your movements as gentle and light as a little star-
fish. Ready?

 Travelling in a star shape across the rock .... 
 gentle and light ..... 
 and stop

 Put your starfish movements together now, sometimes spiky stretch-
ing and curling (on the spot) and sometimes travelling, gently and lightly 
(across the rock). Ready?

 On the spot, spiky stretch, 
 and curl. 
 Travel across the rock, 
 gentle and light. 
 On the spot again, 
 spiky stretch 
 and curl.
 Travelling in your star shape,
 gentle and light.
  And stop and sit down.

 It takes a lot of control to make your body gentle and light in your dancing 
doens’t it?

 Your going to change the way we dance now. Instead of gentle, we’re go-
ing to be strong. And instead of light, we’re going to be heavy. You’re go-
ing to need lots of ideas about body shapes and levels from last time, as 
well. You’ll work in a small group of 2 or 3 people, sitting in a space with 
your group. Teacher, take a pause now to organise this. 

  Ready in your group?
 Now you’re going to create the underwater world of a rock pool – a place 

where our little fish, crabs, starfish and jellyfish might live. You’re go-
ing to make strong, heavy rocks that are their home, using body shapes. 
You might use rounded-or-spiky, wide-or-narrow, or even twisted shapes 
to build your rocks. Each have a go at making your own interesting rock 
shape with the music – see if you can make it different to the other people 
in your group. Ready?
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 Make your own rock shape, 
 Is it rounded, or spiky? 
 Wide or narrow?
 Or twisted maybe? 
 Make your shape strong and heavy. 
 Hold it still.
 And stop. 

 Relax and sit down in your group again.
 Now your part of the rock needs to join up with the other shapes in your 

group to make one big rock. Your group will link up together, so your hand 
might touch your friend’s ankle. Or your shoulder might touch someone 
else’s back (carefully of course!). 

 Get ready to make your rock shapes again, this time joining up (carefully) 
in your group. Ready?

 Make your shape,
 Join it up with your group.
 Make sure it’s still strong and heavy.
 Hold it still together.
  And stop. 

 Relax and sit down in your group. Were parts of your group rock high and 
other parts low or in between? 

 The little sea creatures like living in the rock pool because the rock gives 
them, holes, arches and crevices that they can swim through or where 
they can hide from danger. You’re going to make your group shape again 
but this time think about the spaces within your shape. Are there holes, 
arches or crevices that the sea creatures can hide in or swim through? 

 Get ready to make your group shape with the music -

 Make your group rock shape.
 Make sure you have spaces.
 Holes, arches, crevices. 
 Hold it still.

  And stop and sit down in your group.
 
 Time to leave our underwater world behind now. Just where you’re sitting 

get ready to stretch those arms and legs out as you float and sway back 
up to the surface of the sea. Ready?

 Stretch arms and legs out to each side, float and sway
 float and sway.

 What an amazing world there is under the sea. You can go there anytime 
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you like in your imagination: just close your eyes and float away! 
 
 See you next time for some really cool fun in a very hot place!
 Until then bye bye!
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